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If asked to create a list of great conductors of the 20th century then the chances are most 
people wouldn’t include the Hungarian born Eugene Ormandy, but you don’t get to be 
Music Director of one of the world’s great orchestras and stay there for 44 years unless you 
know what you are doing, while the famous Philadelphia sound was actually the Ormandy 
sound, whose richness can be heard on this disc, where the strings glow, there is 
tremendous virtuosity and the ensemble is immaculate.   

In the first movement of the Classical Symphony the tempo is fast, but not hectic, the 
violins are seated antiphonally, Ormandy doesn’t slow for the second subject, the 
woodwind characterise beautifully and there is real sense of joie de vivre. The Larghetto 
is fast, the Gavotte sprung with a big rallentando for the final section and the performers 
dance their way at speed through the Finale 

In the Lieutenant Kijé Suite the Birth is atmospheric, the off-stage cornet evocative, 
Ormandy is in no hurry in the Romance where the tempo variations are integrated into the 
whole, the orchestral playing is exceptionally sophisticated, but there is huge power in 
reserve and you can hear where a lot of the music for Game of Thrones derives from. In 
the Wedding the rhythmic pointing is delightful, the Troika sounds like an express train 
and Ormandy and his players weave an exquisite web of sound in The Burial of Kijé.  The 
Suite from The Love of Three Oranges receives a similarly characterful performance, 



where the explosion of sound as the March progresses is power-playing at its finest and it 
really is obvious why Ormandy stayed with the orchestra – he was a superb conductor.  

Sound 

Balance: 5 
Inner balance: 3 
Detail and clarity: 4 
Dynamic range: 3 

Turning to the sound,  when looking at these Speakers Corner CBS discs often the originals 
weren’t very good and while the remasterings have in most cases improved things, we 
aren’t looking at Decca, Mercury or British Columbia quality, it therefore came as 
something as a surprise at the start of the Symphony to realise that this was actually 
pretty good sound, so I took down a first label American pressing that had sat on the 
shelves unplayed for years and the first thing one notices is that the new disc is slightly 
more forwardly balanced, but not excessively so, it has been cut at a higher level and has 
greater weight, without any loss of clarity, so the orchestral sound is richer, which means 
the Philadelphia strings really sing. On both the brass cut through, the woodwind can be 
heard in climaxes, but aren’t unduly spotlit in solos. The percussion are also very crisp, 
but as with so many recordings of that era the timpani are often inaudible.   

What is surprising is that despite the works being recorded between 1961 and ’63 at 
different sessions and two venues, the sound is only slightly different, which - depending 
on how you look at it - is either a good or bad thing (given analogue sounds ability to 
capture acoustic signatures, why does everything sound virtually the same?)   

So this is the version to go for, which I am assuming Cohearent of Los Angeles (although 
this isn’t mentioned on the Speakers Corner website) were responsible for.   


